
Step 4. Describe your idea in a nutshell:

Step 2b. Potential key activities

1) Annual retailer benchmark, done on national level in every European country

and at European level at the same time of the year backed by a big movement of

NGOs with different focuses

2) Extend the responsibility of retailers to the health, social and environmental

impacts of animal source food  they sell and buy through targeted litigation

3) Lobby governments to create fiscal incentives for consumers to buy plant

based products or sustainable animal source foods 

Step 1: Identify someone to report back "your idea in a nutshell" and add a post it next to the idea

you are discussing. 

Step 2: Discuss the idea - what could it look like?  How could we flesh out this idea? What could

be key activities? - 15min

Step 3: What could success look like? - 5min

Step 4: If possible, describe your idea in a nutshell. 5min

Step 5: What would be concrete steps to make it happen?  - 5min

Step 6: Who might be interested to move this idea forward? - 5min

Step 1. Which idea is this group discussing?
Step 3. What could success look like?

Step 5. What would be concrete next steps to move this idea forward?

Step 6a. Who in this group is interested in moving this forward?

Step 2a. Discuss: How could we expand this idea ?

Add a post it next to the idea you are discussing.

Capture key ideas on post its.

Capture key ideas on post its.

Capture key ideas on post its.  

Capture key ideas on post its. This is the section

we would like you to report back. 

Capture key ideas on post its.  

Capture your names on post its.

Group 1

Umbrella organisation

to unite orgs working

on retail benchmarks

(e.g. a branch of the

World Benchmark

Alliance?)

How to deal with retailers

with different policies in

different countries?

Expose variation/double

standards in different

countries - leads to

influence on 

Changing Market's

experience on fish - first

stage national ranking,

second stage European

comparison - give them

an opportunity to

demonstrate

improvement

Ask supermarkets

where they stand on

public policy - what

public policies will

they support?

Leverage their

political power. 

Organise meetings to

share knowledge

from existing

benchmark process/

learn from each other

/start organising

Split the role of research

and advocacy between

different organisations?

The different role of

'insider'/'outsider' - and

creating a neutral

research reputation

Lots of variation on

particular policies

(e.g. marketing/

labelling) - same

global brand with big

variation in practice. 

Caution on how wide

the benchmark is -

difficult to combine too

many different issues -

what is the scope of

this benchmark?

Media

engagement

Citizen science

projects - tool

for engaging

consumers
Include new forms

of retailers - such

as big retailers with

smaller stores in

rural areas

Opportunity for

consumers to

respond (or

particular groups

of consumers)

Useful only if there's

enough consumer

pressure - focus on

an issue consumers

are already aware

of

Compare with existing

benchmark systems - energy

use sticker on white goods -

very clear system that

consumers understand/

energy efficiency scores of

properties sold, financial

services risk scores/ESG

investment

Complexity vs Focus -

campaigning easier with

a tighter focus. Can be

useful to explore an issue

which is quite novel/not

on supermarket or public

radar. 

ASF focus -

may need to

be balanced

with

alternatives?

Benchmark - focus on

one theme a year? Or

results of different

themes are released

sequentially during the

year (eg one a month /

every two months)

Identifying key

actors. Choosing

target groups

and audiences.  

Think about key

campaigning

activities.

Rewarding of

winners and

loosers

Identifying bad

practices that

retailers

should first

change on

Look at what can

be learned from

other complicated

sectors - what

impact they have?

Create

consumers

guides. Such

as: where to

buy

Evidence of

shifts in

behaviour of

retailers

Raise

awareness with

general public

(how measure

this?)

Success

examples:

retailer puts out

statement in

defence/

changes policy

Supermarkets 

selling less

meat in line

with climate

targets

Supermarkets

become more

transparent and

conduct due

dilligence 

Benchmarks are

scaled up -

happen in

countries where

they're not yet

happening

Benchmarks

are taken

more

seriously by

gov'ts

Board-level

discussion in

supermarkets

(using benchmarks

in management

decisions)

How retailers

force suppliers

to change

their practices

Tension between

'one benchmark to

rule them all' vs

diversified

approach (many

voices)

Linking

benchmarking to

other activities:

coordination

between different

spaces (movement

infrastructure)

What is new: the

scale-up. An org/

collab that facilitates

this? (e.g. suggest that

World Benchmark

Alliance creates a

branch to do this?)
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First step:

Investigative

data

gathering

Group 2

Ensuring high

animal

welfare

standards

Availability

of plant

based

alternatives

Responsible

for waste

(plastic / food)

Consumer

behaviour

Sharing value

across the

supply chain

Human

rights in

supply

chains

Production

standards

Wider legal

context ofr

human and

environment

Fair prices--how do you

ensure that the

manufacturer doesn't

game the system and

prices too low for

producers to make the

necessary investments?

Waste (food

& plastic)

GHG

emissions

AMR
Deforestation

Labour

Power

dynamics???

Joined up

litigation across

retailers and

manufacturers?

Animal

welfare

standards

Pressurising

retailers to push

for due

diligence

legislation (eg

deforestation)

Support and fund

investigative journalism /

other investigators/civil

society organizations (inc

local activists) to uncover

damaging impacts in

supply chains

Challenge

finance to

move away

from "bad

retailers" etc

Connection to

benchmarking

for

understanding

where retailers

are etc.

retail campaign must

be married with

supply chain

campaigns and

campaigns on

financing/investment

Find the right

legal

argument and

stakeholders

Build NGO coalitions

for making the case

(legal and moral);

agenda-setting; using

the case as it happens

as basis for related

casmpaign

Frame our work to

mobilise citizens and

NGOs to demand

government

ownership of the

regulatory framework

Big step

forward:

mandatory

transparent

disclosure.

Political

strategy for

disclosure

And then the

governments

make litigation

framework for

it.
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Group 3

Discuss

incentives with

retailers and

develop a

shared view

What type of fiscal

incentives might be

most effective at

changing consumer

behaviour?

What can be

targeted at EU

level, vs what

can be done at

national level ?   

 

 International level

also. Trade fiscal

incentives (e.g. trade

with Brazil), and what

impact of trade deals

are. Possibly more

politically feasible?

France: food

stamps that can be

used for

sustainable food

products applicable

to all population.

Need to

define what is

healthy,

sustainable

food?

Could we

differentiate

based on how

food is

produced?

Need to

create a

roadmap:

PRIORITISE

actions

Need to consider

what's going to be

acceptable to

public & politically

feasible

Need to

consider how

the products

that are

supported are

framed

it not only about

meat / non meat,

but also about

organic and

conventional

farming

Healthy insurance

e.g. SA Vitality

Health. Gives

discounts on healthy

foods, or reward

points in

supermarkets. 

UK have Healthy Start

vouchers for low-income

families. Could be

expanded to foods.

There are some

challenges in ensuring

supermerkets accept

this

Fiscal incentives

for: Fruits & veg, 

organic meat &

dairy (& healthy

meat alternatives)

These allow

retailers to

demonstrate

their

engagement

EU policy/

incentive scheme

for sustainable &

healthy products

Alternative to

tax is to

subsidise to

lower cost of

alternatives

Money flows

to farmers to

make the

transition

Shift to

sustainable

produce

Reduction in

overall enviro

impact of food

purchases

rebalance the

plate to a

sust/healthy

diet

Healthy &

Sustainable

diet is the.

norm - it is

affordable

   Voucher/reward

point incentive at retail

that supports

consumers to

purchase more fruit &

veg and favours

organic meat & dairy

Need to do

this with all

supermarkets -

level playing

field

POST IT BAR POST IT BAR

POST IT BAR

POST IT BAR

Regulation is passed that

largest retailers & other

major food industry

businesses are

responsible for their

scope 3 emissions and

financing the transition.   

Success would be

the particular

issues the

benchmarks

focus get real

attention

Supply chain abuses

are rapidly exposed

and reduce over time

due to reputation

fear.  Retailers

become proud of their

supply chains.

Standardised

metrics and

reporting

requirements

First step::

Investigative

data gathering

on where

retailers are


